ISHM Supports EHS management at all levels in all departments

Working Together for Safety

**ISHM Happenings**

The last few months have been very busy for your ISHM staff.

- The CSHM certification was submitted and approved for another 5 years of accreditation
• The staff is working on a 119 page application to receive ISO accreditation of ISHM certifications
• The CSHM exam has undergone Psychometric analysis which identified questions that did not properly measure a candidates EHS management skills. New questions have been developed are being evaluated for suitability.

Finally I would like to give a HUGE thank you to Certification Manager Kaylene and Admin/Finance Manager Mikki for their dedication to ISHM and the values it stands for. They make this the best place on earth to work.
Larry

---

**Emerging Trends in Workplace Safety**

This graphic was created by Eastern Kentucky University's Occupational Safety program and highlights emerging trends in workplace safety concerns. This information will assist EHS managers in focusing on the issues facing the workforce.

******************************************************************

**Everyone We Talk With is Very Busy**

Being so focused on work and life issues often causes us to get in a funk. We hope this lighthearted video clip about office procedures would help lighten your day. This was released by Atlantic Training.

Note: ISHM, or this author, do not endorse any company or product.

Click [here](#) to get a chuckle. :)

******************************************************************

**ISO 45001**

ISHM is on the ISO 45001 Technical Advisory Group (TAG).
Tom Slavin, a steadfast supporter of ISHM, has been attending the TAG meetings and has offered this update.

Find out what is going on [here](#).

Will R3 Work for You?

Randy Morton, ISHM past Chair, has offered this article on how R3 has helped his company improve safety performance. It is a good [read](#).

Note: As before ISHM, or this author, do not endorse this product.